
3rd Grade Scope and Sequence

Grade 03 Social Studies
In 3rd Grade, your child will learn social studies through reading, writing, and discussion.  S/he will
study communities, the human and physical characteristics of our community, how communities
change over time, the cultural heritage of communities, the economic systems and the structure and
function of government in communities, and how people influence the community.
Cycle Unit Concepts       Key Understanding    Assessment                     

.  Processes help people solve        .  Does the student  
   problems.                 understand the 

.  Concept of community .  People in communities work          meaning of 
 .  Geography of a community    together to meet needs and   community?

.  history    accomplish goals.                        .  How do family

.  Interpret print materials (main .  Relationships between events        members who 
   idea and details)    can be described in terms of           live together 

1st      Gr 3 Unit 01: .  Compare and contrast    time and illustrated on a timeline   help one 
Nine      Communities (10-    communities .  Communities share common         another?
Weeks      11) .  Problem, solution, option,    characteristics                              .  How is the 

   process .  People in communities work          community of 
.  Chronology (past, present,    together to meet needs.                   Timbuktu today
   future, year, decade, .  People influence communities        like your 
   century; ancient times,    by making contributions.                community?
   modern times) .  People learn about themselves    How is it    .  
   Community, Needs    by studying heroes.    different? 
   government, education, .  The past influences the present.
   communication, transportation,
   law, security, material well being)
.  hero

.  Communities ( rural, suburban .  Geographic tools help locate .  What are five 
   urban)    places on maps.    characteristics
.  Community, needs, recreation .  The physical characteristics     of rural? 
.  Geography of a community    of a region influence its  .  Orally   
.  Similarities and differences    communities.    Describe



Cycle         Unit  Concepts                                Key Understanding                    Assessment
1st Gr 3 Unit 02:    among communities .  Different regions have different    the features
Nine Kinds of Communities .  Individuals contributed to    physical characteristics    of urban and
Weeks                        ongoing    expansion or creation of .  People interact with the    suburban 

   communities    physical environment.    communities?
.  Community, needs,    .  Physical characteristics of .  What are the  
   transportation, recreation    place help shape communities.     ways people in      

         ongoing .  Classify to interpret visual .  People adapt to and modify the    communities    
   and print materials    environment to meet their needs.    around the 

         ongoing  .  Use literature to acquire               .  People celebrate what is    world meet one       
   information    important to them.    of their needs
.  Celebrate, Value    in present and
.  Culture, Immigrate, Migrate    over time?

 

.  Community, Celebration .  People migrate for many .  What are five
1st Gr 3 Unit 03: .  Contribution, Art,    reasons.    words that you
Nine People move from Place    Significance .  Celebrations reflect a    can associate
Weeks to Place    community's culture.    with

.  Works of art can contribute    opportunity?
   to our understanding of our .  What did your
   community.    ancestors do, 

   who are they,
   where did they
   live?
.  What is an older 
   family member
   family structure
   in the past and 
   roles they used
   to play?

.  Common good, Contribute, .  Works  of art can contribute .  How are
2nd Gr 3 Unit 04:    Choice    to our understanding of our    holidays and
Nine Celebrations .  Citizenship, Common good    community.    traditions alike
Weeks .  Charitable organization, .  Good citizens choose to    and different?

   Choice    work to solve problems for .  How are 
.  Community service    the good of the community.    Community



Cycle      Unit                                            Concepts                              Key Understanding                        Assessment 
.  Responsibility for the .  Good citizens believe in    celebrations
   Common Good    justice, truth, equality, and    alike and 

   responsibility for the common    different?
   good and act in ways that .  What are some
   exemplify those beliefs.    national 
.  Many people contribute to a    holidays in your
   community.    native country?

.  Location, Geographic tools .  Geographic tools help locate .  What are some 
   Distance, direction, Scale    places on maps.    examples of
   Symbols .  The physical characteristics    landforms? 

2nd Gr 3 Unit 05: .  Communities, Physical         of a region influence its    What landforms
Nine Community    Characteristics    communities.    Can be found in
Weeks Environments .  Physical Characteristics of .  Different regions have    your 

   Place, Region, Climate,    different physical    community?
   Landforms, Natural    characteristics .  What words can
   Resources, Natural Hazards .  People interact with the    you use to 
.  Physical Characteristics of    physical environment.    describe 
   Place, Climate .  Physical characteristics of    landforms and 
.  Landforms, Natural Resources,    place help shape communities.    climates?
   Natural hazards .  People adapt to and modify .  What were 
.  Adapt, Modify, Environment,    the environment to meet their    the effects
   Scarcity, Needs    needs.    of the

   Spindletop oil
      strike in 1901 

   then and now?

.  Human Characteristics of .  Places have human and
   Place, Adapt/Modify, Geographic   physical characteristics.
   tools, Location, Community, .  People interact with the .  What made it
   Distance, Direction, Scale,        environment, adapting to it    difficult to live
   Symbols, Region, Landforms,    and modifying it, to meet    in mountain

2nd Gr 3 Unit 06:    Natural Hazards, Natural    needs.    Communities?
Nine Places Where    Resources .  People work together in .  Why do 
Weeks Communities .  Modify/ Adapt, Scarcity    communities to meet needs    industries grow

Start .  Problem / solution    and provide for the common    in certain areas?
.  Civic organization    good. .   How does 



Cycle           Unit              Concepts    Key Understanding                        Assessment
.  Human processes, Needs, Region.  Individuals and groups    transportation
.  Human processes, Community    influence communities.    affect the 
.  Needs, Environment .  People in different    development of
.  Contribution, Change    communities adapt to or    an area?
.  Historical Data, Data, Primary    modify the physical   
   Source    environment differently.
.  Past, Present, Change .  The physical environment
.  Change, Human processes,    influences the human
   Physical processes    processes of a community /
.  Chronology, Change, Physical    region.
   processes, Human processes .  Individuals influence the 
.  Influence    community and contribute
.  Change, Technology,    to its human characteristics
   Community    of place.
.  Chronology, Community .  History helps us understand

   the world around us.  We are
   part of history as are the 
   individuals, events, and ideas
   around us.
.  Communities change over 
   time.
.  Physical and human processes
   change communities over 
   time.
.  People influence communities.
.  Technology changes the way   
   communities look and operate.

.  Human Characteristics of .  Places have human and .  What rights
   Place, Adapt/Modify,      physical characteristics.     did the 
   Geographic tools, Location, .  People interact with the    Iroquois's
   Community, Distance,    environment, adapting to it    form of 

3rd Gr 3 Unit 07:    Direction, Scale, Symbols,    and modifying it, to meet    government
Nine Communities    Region, Landforms, Natural    needs.    protect?
Weeks and Their    Resources, Natural Hazards .  People work together in .  Why did Ponce

Histories .  Modify/Adapt, Scarcity    communities to meet needs    de Leon and
.  Problem/solution    and provide for the common    Esteban come
.  Civic organization    good.    to the 
.  Human processes, Needs, .  Individuals and groups    Americas? 



Cycle          Unit                                      Concepts                                        Key Understanding                 Assessment
   Region    influence communities.    What did they
.  Human processes, Community .  People in different    accomplish?
.  Needs, Environment    communities adapt to or .  How are 
.  Contribution, Change    modify the physical    representatives
.  Historical Data, Data,    environment differently.    of the school
   Primary Source .  The physical environment    or community

   influences the human    government
   processes of a community/    chosen?
   region.
.  Individuals influence the
   community and contribute
   to its human characteristics 
   of place.
.  History helps us understand
   the world around us.  We are
   part of history as are the 
   individuals, events, and ideas
   around us.

.   Hero, Value .  A culture's heroes reflect the .  What is the

.  Value, Folktale, Natural    values of the culture.    meaning of    
    World .  Myths and legends help people    transcontinental
.  Culture National Identity    explain the world around them.    transatlantic,
.  Hero, Influence .  Folktales about heroes reflect    and 

3rd Gr 3 Unit 08: .  Hero, Community    the values of the culture and    transpacific?
Nine Technology .  Civic Responsibility, Good    contribute to its national    .  Why was the
Weeks Change    Citizenship    identity.    Pony Express

Communities .  Good Citizenship, Civic .  Heroes contribute to the    set up in 1860?
   Responsibility    community through their    Why was radio

   actions.    such an
.  Ordinary people may become    important 
   heroes whose actions    invention?
   influence the community. .  How did the
.  Local ordinary people show    discoveries of
   good citizenship through    Daguerre,
   performing acts of civic     McCormick,   
   responsibility, believing in    Pasteur, and 

      truth, justice, equality, and    Salk change



Cycle         Unit                                        Concepts        Key Understanding                   Assessment
   responsibility for the common    the world?
   good, and acting in ways that
   exemplify those beliefs.

.  Budget, Economic system .  Systems have parts that work .  How do 

.  Cause-effect, Spend, Save,    together and influence each    people make
3rd Gr 3 Unit 09:    Earn, Choice    other.    money?
Nine Making .  Business, Supply, Demand, .  People make economic .  What are two
Weeks Choices    Cost of production, Price,    choices that have    examples of

   Profit    consequences.    economic
.  Budget, Economic system, .  Systems have parts that work    choices you    
   Free enterprise, Supply,    together and influence each    have made?
   Demand, Cost of production,    other.    Tell what you
   Price, Profit .  Scarcity affects choices people    picked and what
.  Production, Distribution,    and businesses make.    you gave up.
   Consumption, Goods, .  What is the 
   Services, Interdependence    difference
.  Scarcity, Choices    between goods
.  Market economy,    and services? 
   Interdependence
.  Supply, Demand, Choice,
   Profit, Cost, Price, Free
   enterprise, Market economy,
   Scarcity

 .  Budget, Economic system .  Systems have parts that work .  What are some 
.  Cause-effect, Spend, Save,    together and influence each    nonrenewable   

4th Gr 3 Unit 10:    Earn, Choice    other.    resources?  
Nine Making .  Business, Supply, Demand, .  People make economic .  What is scarcity
Weeks Goods    Cost of production, Price,    choices that have    and which

   Profit    consequences.    natural   
.  Budget, Economic system, .  Systems have parts that work    resources are     
   Free enterprise, Supply,    together and influence each    scarce?   
   Demand, Cost of production,    other.  .  What is the   
   Price, Profit .  Scarcity affects choices people    difference
.  Production, Distribution,    and businesses make.    between a    
   Consumption, Goods,    renewable and 
   Services, Interdependence    a nonrenewable   



Cycle         Unit                                           Concepts                                   Key Understanding  Assessment
.  Scarcity, Choices    resource?   
.  Market economy,    
   Interdependence
.  Supply, Demand, Choice,
   Profit, Cost, Price, Free
   enterprise, Market economy,
   Scarcity

.  Community services, .  Local governments provide .  What are 
   Recreation, Transportation,    services for the community    functions for 

4th         Gr 3 Unit 11:    Taxes, Finance, Security,    to help citizens meet their    which they,
Nine     Rights and    Education    needs for safety and security,    or eligible   
Weeks  Responsibilities .  Mayor, City/town council,    education, recreation, and    voters, vote?

   City manager, Election,    transportation. .  What three 
   Voting, Appoint .  People become local    rights does the
.  Consent, Governed,    government officials through    Declaration of
   Representative    election or appointment in a    Independence
.  Participate, Citizen    democracy.    say that people

.  Local government functions    have?
   in a democracy through .  Why was the
   consent of the governed.    Bill of Rights
   justice, truth, equality, and    added to the
   responsibility for the    Constitution?
   common good and act in
   ways that exemplify those
   beliefs, including 
   participating in local 
   government

.  Community services, .  Local governments provide .  What are four
   Recreation, Transportation,    services for the community     kinds of   

4th         Gr 3 Unit 12:    Taxes, Finance, Security,    to help citizens meet their    services do  
Nine     Your Local    Education    needs for safety and security,    community     
Weeks  Government .  Mayor, City/town council,    education, recreation, and    governments      

   Election,    transportation.    provide to their  
   Voting, Appoint .  People become local    citizens?   
.  Consent, Governed,    government officials through .  Who are the   
   Representative    election or appointment in a    different    
.  Participate, Citizen    democracy.    government 



Cycle        Unit               Concepts        Key Understanding    Assessment
.  Local government functions    officials and   
   in a democracy through    explain how
   consent of the governed.    each is chosen?   
   justice, truth, equality, and .  What are the    
   responsibility for the    steps a bill    
   common good and act     takes to become 
   ways that exemplify those    a law?
   beliefs, including 
   participating in local 
   government.


